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Abstract

Almost 1,000 people have been injured or killed in terrorist attacks featuring asylum seekers or refugees since 2014. Over the past four years,
16 percent of Islamist plots in Europe featured asylum seekers or refugees. ISIS has direct connections to the majority of plots, with Germany targeted most often, and Syrians more frequently involved than any
other nationality. Nearly three-quarters of plotters carry out, or have
their plans thwarted, within two years of arrival in Europe. Radicalization of plotters generally occurred abroad although in the most recent plots, more commonly within Europe itself. Europe’s response to
migration flows has been inadequate and inadvertently increased the
terrorist threat dramatically. European leaders must acknowledge the
mistakes of the past and control the refugee flow strictly in the future.

I

n November 2015, an ISIS cell killed 130 and injured 368 in coordinated attacks across Paris. In order to plan the atrocity, key members of the cell—a mix of those born in Europe and those born in
the Middle East, South Asia, or North Africa—used migrant routes
to travel back and forth between Syria and Europe. The potential
security risk that bogus asylum seekers pose in Europe was brought
into focus with more urgency than ever.
It proved disturbingly simple for these ISIS members to conceal
themselves among genuine refugees as, at the time, European borders were under great strain. In Africa, hundreds of thousands of
people had used an increasingly lawless Libya as a gateway from
which to land in Italy via the Mediterranean Sea. In the Middle East,
the humanitarian catastrophe in Syria saw hundreds of thousands
head to Europe via Turkey. Massive burdens were placed on Greek
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Since January 2014, 44 refugees or
asylum seekers have been involved
in 32 Islamist plots in Europe.
These plots led to 814 injuries and
182 deaths.
Most refugee and asylum-seeker
plotters were radicalized prior to
their entry to Europe. However,
radicalization occurring after
arrival in Europe has become
increasingly commonplace since
fall 2016.
The mean distance between
arrival in Europe and a plot
being thwarted or executed was
26 months.
While plots were devised or carried out in 12 different countries,
the most frequent target was Germany. The majority of plots had
direct ties to ISIS.
As the vast majority of terrorism plots involving refugees and
asylum seekers are prevented
or occur within three years of
arrival, European security agencies
should prioritize monitoring recent
arrivals.
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landing ports and neighboring Balkan countries
as asylum seekers headed north. In the fall of 2015,
Chancellor Angela Merkel opened Germany’s borders in an attempt to respond to the crisis.
The morality and long-term wisdom of this decision remain fiercely debated. Yet the short-term
impact on European security is more clear-cut. Pew
polling from September 2016 had demonstrated that
59 percent in Europe believed that the refugee crisis would lead to more terrorist attacks.1 The public’s instinct was proven correct, as asylum seekers
struck in ISIS’s name in Berlin, Stockholm, London,
and other Western European cities.
European leaders must recognize mistakes of the
past and control the flow of refugees strictly in the
future. As most terrorism plots involving refugees and
asylum seekers are prevented or occur within three
years of arrival, European security agencies should
prioritize monitoring very recent arrivals whom they
assess to present a risk. The security agencies should
also show a willingness to review how intelligence can
be shared more widely with local police.

Context

The recent refugee and migrant flow has forced
policymakers to consider security issues related to
accepting large amounts of asylum seekers from conflict zones. Yet the negative security implications
stemming from European states being insufficiently
prudent about accepting Islamist asylum seekers is a
decades-old phenomenon.
In the 1990s, Islamist ideologues fled authoritarian states across the Middle East and North Africa,
claiming asylum in Europe. The likes of Jordani-

an-Palestinian Abu Qatada al-Filistini; Egyptians,
such as Hani al-Sibai and Anwar Shabaan; and Syrian Omar Bakri Mohammed all subsequently helped
mainstream Islamist causes in segments of European Muslim communities. The consequences live on:
Salman Abedi, the Manchester Arena suicide bomber
of May 2017, was the son of a Libyan Islamic Fighting
Group refugee who arrived in the U.K. in the 1990s.2
Most asylum seekers heading to Europe do not
pose a terrorist threat. Furthermore, most plots in
Europe do not involve refugees or asylum seekers.
There were 194 publicly disclosed Islamist terror plots
or acts of violence between January 2014 and December 2017; only 16 percent involve refugees or asylum
seekers.3 European police forces have also received
almost 2,000 tip-offs from refugees themselves about
terrorist activity.4 One high-profile example led to the
arrest of an ISIS operative in Leipzig, Germany.5
None of this makes Western European countries’
handling of migration flows any less catastrophic.
Nor does it alter the fact that the terrorist threat in
Europe has increased as a direct result of immigration and open-border policies.

Data

This Backgrounder analyzes terrorist attacks
planned in the period between January 2014 and
December 2017. During this time, there were a minimum of 32 plots featuring refugees or asylum seekers
that were either foiled or took place (an average of eight
a year), which featured a total of 44 refugees or asylum
seekers.6 Two of the cases included in this study relate
to ISIS cells based in refugee centers awaiting further
instruction (one in Germany, one in Austria).

1.

Jacob Poushter, “European Opinions of the Refugee Crisis in 5 Charts,” Pew Research Center, September 16, 2016,
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/09/16/european-opinions-of-the-refugee-crisis-in-5-charts/ (accessed January 25, 2018).

2.

Chris Osuh, “The Making of a Monster: How Manchester Boy Salman Abedi Became a Mass Murderer,” Manchester Evening News, September
17, 2017, https://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-news/salman-abedi-manchester-arena-bomber-13601393
(accessed March 9, 2018). Libyans who had fought the Soviet Union in Afghanistan in the 1980s and aspired to create an Islamic state in
Libya formed the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group. It was once affiliated with al-Qaeda but broke with the group and, in December 2015, the U.S.
State Department removed it from its list of Designated Foreign Terrorist Organizations.

3.

Unpublished data that expands upon Robin Simcox, “European Islamist Plots and Attacks Since 2014—and How the U.S. Can Help Prevent
Them,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 3236, August 1, 2017, http://www.heritage.org/europe/report/european-islamist-plots-andattacks-2014-and-how-the-us-can-help-prevent-them.

4.

Bojan Pancevski, “Open Door to Migrants Makes Germany Terror Hub of Europe,” The Times, November 5, 2017,
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/cc4a08b0-c18a-11e7-9a87-d1b2efaf80f8 (accessed March 26, 2018).

5.

“Germany Bomb Threat: Jaber al-Bakr ‘Caught by Three Syrians,’” BBC News, October 10, 2016,
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-37606947 (accessed March 20, 2018).

6.

Segments of this data relate to pending court cases. In such cases, the author hypothesizes that prosecution claims will be borne out, but this
Backgrounder does not explore the details of any case or offer any judgment.
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CHART 1

Terror Plots by Refugees and
Asylum Seekers in Europe
FOILED OR
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The overall number of European plots involving
refugees or asylum seekers was relatively small in
2014 and 2015. However, one of those plots was the
most devastating terrorist attack in Europe since the
al-Qaeda-linked bombings of Madrid in March 2004:
ISIS’s attacks in Paris in November 2015.
A series of cases in Germany tied to recent arrivals from Syria drove a sharp increase in plots in 2016,
before a drop in 2017. Overall, 84 percent of cases
connected to asylum seekers or refugees occurred in
the last two years of this four-year study.
Age and Gender. The age of four of the 44 individuals involved in plots was unknown. Of the
remaining 40, the mean age was 25.1; the median
age was 24; and the mode was 22 and 23. Eight of

the 44 were teenagers (18 percent), with four being
minors (9 percent).
The youngest person to be involved in a plot was 16
years old. Mohamed J., a Syrian who arrived in Germany
in 2015, planned a bombing with an ISIS-linked operative
in Israel with whom he had been in contact. Mohamed
J. was placed in juvenile detention for two years after
being found guilty in April 2017.7 The oldest plotter was
40 years old: Kamal Agoujil, a Moroccan who was part
of the ISIS network that planned the Paris and Brussels
attacks of November 2015 and March 2016, respectively.
Agoujil was arrested in Austria in December 2015.8
All refugees or asylum seekers involved with terrorist
plotting in Europe since January 2014 have been male.
Countries and Nationalities. The 32 plots were
devised or carried out in 12 countries: Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and the U.K. The
country most often under attack was Germany (41 percent of all plots). The other countries targeted on multiple
occasions were France (on four occasions), Belgium and
the U.K. (both on three occasions), and Austria (twice).
Those targeting Europe also came from 12 countries (Afghanistan, Algeria, Iraq, Morocco, Pakistan,
Russia, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia,
and Uzbekistan) and six regions (the Middle East,
North Africa, East Africa, Eastern Europe, Southern
Asia, and Central Asia).
In total, 84 percent of the plotters were either
from the Middle East (21 individuals, 48 percent) or
North Africa (16 individuals, 36 percent).
In total, 15 individual plotters (34 percent) were
Syrian. Twelve of these individuals were involved in
plots targeting Germany. Another two worked together
to target Denmark (although one of these plotters was
a refugee who lived in Germany and was also convicted there).9 The final Syrian, Ahmed Alkhald, was the
“explosives chief” for the Paris and Brussels ISIS cell.10

7.

“German Court Convicts 16-Year-Old Syrian Refugee for Planning Bomb Attack,” Deutsche Welle, April 10, 2017,
http://www.dw.com/en/german-court-convicts-16-year-old-syrian-refugee-for-planning-bomb-attack/a-38374202?maca=en-tco-dw
(accessed March 9, 2018).

8.

“Paris Attacks: Two Suspects Charged in Austria,” BBC News, September 8, 2016, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-37311755 (accessed April
25, 2018). For the most detailed reporting into this network, see Jean-Charles Brisard and Kevin Jackson, “The Islamic State’s External Operations and
the French-Belgian Nexus,” CTC Sentinel, Vol. 9, No. 11 (November/December 2016), https://ctc.usma.edu/the-islamic-states-external-operationsand-the-french-belgian-nexus/ (accessed May 2, 2018), and “Comment les terroristes se sont infiltrés en Europe” (How the terrorists have infiltrated
Europe), Le Monde, November 13, 2016, http://cat-int.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Le-Monde-13112016.pdf (accessed April 25, 2018).

9.

“Germany Convicts Syrian Refugee of Preparing Denmark Attack,” ABC News, July 12, 2017, http://abcnews.go.com/amp/International/
wireStory/germany-convicts-syrian-refugee-preparing-denmark-attack-48585111 (accessed March 9, 2018).

10. U.S. Department of State, “State Department Terrorist Designations of Ahmad Alkhald and Abu Yahya al-Iraqi,” August 17, 2017,
https://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2017/08/273499.htm (accessed April 25, 2018).
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CHART 2

Terror Plots by Target Country and Terrorist Nationality
Germany was targeted most frequently in European terror plots conducted by refugees
and asylum seekers. Most of the terror plots were conducted by Syrians.
PLOTS BY COUNTRY TARGETED, 2014–2017

TERRORIST NATIONALITY, 2014–2017
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SOURCE: Media reports compiled by author.

After Syria, the next highest number came from
Morocco with six individuals (14 percent). This
included Abderrahman Bouanane, who used a knife
to kill two and injure eight in Turku, Finland, in
August 2017. Next was Iraq with five individuals (11
percent), including two who participated in ISIS’s
Paris attacks of November 2015 and Algeria (also five
individuals and 11 percent).
Legal Status. Twenty-four of the 44 individuals
registered as asylum seekers (55 percent); a further
11 were given refugee status (25 percent). The status
of the other nine (20 percent) was unclear.
Of the 24 asylum seekers, at least nine had their
applications rejected but remained in Europe regardless. Of these nine, four committed their attack, and
one other was able to attempt to do so without initial detection.
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In January 2016, Tarek Belgacem, from Tunisia,
was shot and killed as he attempted to carry out
his plan to stab police officers in Paris. Belgacem
arrived in Europe in 2011, landing in Romania. He
had an asylum request there rejected, as well as
in Austria, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, Sweden,
and Switzerland. However, he was not deported.11
In December 2016, Anas Amri, also born in Tunisia, drove a truck into a Christmas market in Berlin. He arrived in Italy in 2011, where he spent time
in jail, before traveling on to Germany in 2015. His
asylum request was rejected that June, but German authorities were unable to deport him; Tunisian authorities refused to accept him as he was
not in possession of a Tunisian passport.12

11.

Melissa Eddy, “Man Who Tried to Attack Paris Police Acted Alone, Germany Finds,” The New York Times, January 22, 2016,
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/23/world/europe/man-who-tried-to-attack-paris-police-acted-alone-germany-finds.html
(accessed February 23, 2018).

12.

Alison Smale, Carlotta Gall, and Gaia Pianigiani, “Ordered Deported, Berlin Suspect Slipped Through Germany’s Fingers,” The New York Times,
December 22, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/22/world/europe/anis-amri-berlin-market-crash.html
(accessed February 23, 2018).
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Rakhmat Akilov, born in Uzbekistan, committed a
vehicular attack in Stockholm in April 2017. He traveled to Sweden in 2014 and applied for asylum, which
was rejected; by December 2016, he had been told to
leave the country in the next four weeks. However,
Akilov disappeared from his registered address and,
even if police had been able to track him down, it is
unlikely he would have been deported to Uzbekistan
due to the country’s poor human rights record.13
Ahmed A., born in Saudi Arabia, carried out a
series of stabbings in Hamburg in July 2017. He
arrived in Europe in 2008, having asylum requests
rejected in Norway, Spain, and Sweden. He then
traveled to Germany, where his request was also
rejected. However, in July 2015, an administrative
error allowed Norway to refuse to accept Ahmed
A.’s return from Germany, so he remained there.14

CHART 3

Civilians Targeted Most in
European Terror Plots
GROUPS TARGETED IN REFUGEE AND
ASYLUM-SEEKER TERROR PLOTS, 2014–2017
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In August 2017, Abderrahman Bouanane from
Morocco committed knife attacks in Turku, Fin- to the extent that the authorities were aware of the
land. Bouanane applied for asylum at the beginning mode of delivery.
Civilians were primarily the target (on 18 occaof 2016, an application that was rejected. He was
sions, 56.3 percent). Various arms of government
appealing the decision at the time of his attack.15
were the targets on three occasions (9.4 percent).
Weapons, Targets, and Casualties. In the 32 In over a third of the plots (11 times, 34.4 perplots, the most common weapon of choice was explo- cent), the target was unspecified or the plan not
sives (nine plots, 28.1 percent). Explosives were used fully developed.
Eleven of the 32 plots (34 percent) were broadly sucin conjunction with firearms on two additional occasions (6.3 percent); as part of a vehicular attack once cessful for the terrorists in that they led to casualties of
(3.1 percent); and as part of an edged-weapon (such as some kind (either injuries or deaths). In total, these 11
a knife) attack once (3.1 percent). Therefore, overall, attacks injured 814 people and killed 182. The cell that
explosives were a component of 13 plots (40.6 percent). carried out the Paris attacks in November 2015—which
The use of solely an edged weapon was the second- was comprised of both homegrown and foreign-nationmost-popular choice (five plots, 15.6 percent). One al terrorists exploiting migrant routes—is responsible
attack utilizing just a vehicle, and one attack using for 368 of these injuries and 130 deaths. The deadliest
just a firearm, were also carried out (3.1 percent).
attack solely carried out by a refugee or asylum seeker
In 12 of the plots (37.5 percent), the type of attack was the vehicular attack carried out in Berlin in Decemwas either unknown or the plot was not developed ber 2016, which injured 48 and killed 12.16
nn

13.

Lee Roden, “Why Deporting the Stockholm Terror Suspect Was Not a Straightforward Task,” The Local, April 11, 2017,
https://www.thelocal.se/20170411/why-deporting-the-stockholm-terror-suspect-was-not-a-straightforward-task (accessed February 23, 2018).

14. Laura Backes et al., “Attack Underscores Need to Address Refugees’ Mental Health,” Der Spiegel, August 5, 2017,
http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/what-led-ahmed-a-to-go-on-a-stabbing-spree-in-hamburg-a-1161442.html
(accessed March 20, 2018).
15.

“Turku Attack Suspect Had Appealed Negative Asylum Decision,” YLE Uutiset, August 21, 2017,
https://yle.fi/uutiset/osasto/news/turku_attack_suspect_had_appealed_negative_asylum_decision/9789410 (accessed February 23, 2018).

16. Joshua Robinson and Inti Landauro, “Paris Attacks: Suicide Bomber Was Blocked from Entering Stade de France,” The Wall Street Journal,
November 15, 2015, https://www.wsj.com/articles/attacker-tried-to-enter-paris-stadium-but-was-turned-away-1447520571
(accessed March 19, 2018).
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TABLE 1

Terror-Plot Casualty Rate
PLOTS BY REFUGEES AND ASYLUM-SEEKERS

Year

Total
Plots

Plots that
Led to
Casualties

Rate

2014

1

0

0%

2015

4

2

50%

2016

18

4

22%

2017

9

5

56%

SOURCE: Media reports compiled by author.
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Of these 11 successful attacks, four occurred in Germany. Belgium and France suffered casualties twice.
Finland, Sweden, and the U.K. all suffered on one occasion. While there were fewer overall attacks in 2017, a
higher ratio led to casualties than the previous year.
Connections with a Designated Terrorist
Organization (DTO). Twenty-one of the 32 plots
(66 percent) had known ties to a DTO. In 18 plots,
these ties were solely to ISIS. One plot had connections to both ISIS and the al-Nusra Front (ANF),
al-Qaeda’s then-branch in Syria. (Abd Arahman
A.K.—a Syrian dispatched to Germany by ISIS in
October 2014 in order to build suicide vests as part
of an alleged plot in Düsseldorf—had previously constructed bombs for ANF.)17
Two plots had a connection to the Pakistani terror
group Lashkar-e-Taiba via the same man, Mohamed
Usman, whom ISIS sent to Europe in October 2015.
17.

However, the EU border agency in Greece assessed
Usman to be an economic migrant rather than a genuine
refugee. Usman was told to leave Greece within a month,
an order he ignored, yet the delay prevented him from
participating in the Paris attacks the following month.
Usman traveled on to Austria to join up with fellow ISIS
recruits, where ISIS instructed him to remain.18
On seven occasions (22 percent), the known contact with a DTO was only electronic. On five occasions (16 percent), it was face-to-face. On seven
occasions, it was a combination of both (22 percent).
Twice, a contact with a DTO was known to have
taken place, but the mode was uncertain (6 percent).
In 11 cases (34 percent), there were either no
direct connections to a DTO or it was uncertain
whether contact had taken place or not. For example, a Somali imam who is suspected of planning
an attack in Rome was also praising al-Shabaab (alQaeda’s Somali affiliate) and ISIS, encouraging others to join these groups. However, it is unclear if he
had any direct ties to them.19
The 11 successful plots that led to casualties
all had varying levels of connections to ISIS. The
group directed five (including Stockholm attacker
Rakhmat Akilov, despite ISIS somewhat unusually
failing to claim credit for his attack after the fact).20
ISIS also claimed responsibility for another two
attacks, saying its “soldiers” committed them. One
such soldier, London Underground bomber Ahmed
Hassan, admitted to U.K. immigration officials to
being “trained to kill” by the group in Iraq (he denies,
however, being sent to Europe in order to carry out a
terror operation).21
ISIS seemingly acted as an inspiration for two
others attackers without having any direct ties.
Abderahman Bouanane, the terrorist who carried

“Four Arrested Over Alleged Isis Plot to Attack Düsseldorf,” The Local, June 2, 2016,
https://www.thelocal.de/20160602/isis-duesseldorf-terrorism-attack-arrests-france (accessed March 12, 2018).

18. Anthony Faiola and Souad Mekhennet, “Tracing the Path of Four Terrorists Sent to Europe by the Islamic State,” The Washington Post, April 22,
2016, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/how-europes-migrant-crisis-became-an-opportunity-for-isis/2016/04/21/
ec8a7231-062d-4185-bb27-cc7295d35415_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.a0ce98897d33 (accessed April 25, 2018).
19. “Italy Arrests Somali Cleric Over Alleged Plans for Rome Attack,” Reuters, March 9, 2016, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-italy-securitysomalia/italy-arrests-somali-cleric-over-alleged-plans-for-rome-attack-idUSKCN0WB29L (accessed March 23, 2018).
20. “Stockholm Attacker Appears Baffled Over Lack of Isis Claim,” The Local, February 21, 2018,
https://www.thelocal.se/20180221/stockholm-attacker-appears-baffled-over-lack-of-isis-claim (accessed March 20, 2018).
21.

At trial, Hassan claimed to have made up this story in order to increase his chances of gaining asylum, saying the reality was that he came
from a “wealthy and safe” part of northern Iraq. This Backgrounder has taken the information given in private upon arrival to the country
as accurate. Duncan Gardham, “Parsons Green Tube Bombing Suspect ‘Made Up Isis Kidnap to Gain Asylum,’” The Times, March 14, 2018,
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/parsons-green-tube-bombing-suspect-ahmed-hassan-made-up-isis-kidnap-to-gain-asylum-0l3f8gg70
(accessed April 20, 2018).
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TABLE 2

Terror Plots Connected to
Terror Groups
PLOTS BY REFUGEES AND ASYLUM SEEKERS

Year

Total
Plots

Plots with
Connections
to Designated
Terrorist
Organizations

2014

1

1

100%

2015

4

4

100%

2016

18

13

72%

2017

9

3

33%

Rate

SOURCE: Media reports compiled by author.
BG3314
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out the stabbings in Finland, was known to have
possessed ISIS propaganda,22 while Ahmed A., the
Hamburg assailant, had an ISIS flag.23
A high proportion of plots showed contact with
a DTO between 2014 and 2016. However, there was
a significant decrease in 2017. Whether this is the
beginning of a trend or an anomaly will only become
clear in the years ahead.
A positive interpretation of these statistics is that
it reflects the success that the U.S.-led, anti-ISIS
coalition has had on the battlefield in Iraq and Syria
and the increased difficulty ISIS external operations
planners have in communicating with recruits.

A more pessimistic interpretation would be that
ISIS’s ideology and message has now been spread
so far and wide that their supporters do not need to
contact or be contacted by ISIS planners. They know
the kind of terror attacks that ISIS approves of and
know they have theological approval to act without
ISIS’s direct permission.
Arrival time vs. Attack Launched. Of the 44 asylum seekers or refugees studied, the year of arrival in
Europe was known for 41 of them. The mean distance
between arrival in Europe and a plot being thwarted
or committed was 26 months (or two years and two
months).24 Of these 41 asylum seekers, 14 (34 percent)
arrived in Europe between 2004 and 2014; 26 in 2015
alone (63 percent); and one in 2016 (2 percent).
Of the 41, 21 (51 percent) either committed an
attack or had it thwarted within the first 12 months
of their arrival in Europe as an asylum seeker. A
further eight had done so within 13 to 24 months
(20 percent). Therefore, nearly three-quarters (71
percent) attempted their attack or had it prevented
within two years of arrival.
The longest time between an individual arriving
in Europe and eventually committing an attack was
13 years. Haashi Ayaanle arrived in Belgium in 2004,
having his application for asylum accepted in 2009,
becoming a Belgian citizen in 2015, and then injuring two soldiers in a knife terror attack in Brussels
in August 2017.25 The shortest was within a month:
Ayoub el-Khazzani entered Hungary on August 1
and then attempted to gun down passengers on a
train traveling between Paris and Amsterdam three
weeks later.26
Radicalization Process. Radicalization is both
a local and foreign phenomenon in these plots.

22. “KRP: Turun puukottaja radikalisoitui noin kolme kuukautta ennen iskua–näki itsensä Isisin soturina” (The Turku attacker was radicalized about
three months before the strike—saw himself as a warrior of ISIS), YLE Uutiset, February 7, 2018, https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10050805
(accessed March 20, 2018).
23. Miriam Khan and Gunnar Reuchsel, “Ahmad A. vor Gericht” (Ahmad A. in court), Hamburger Morgenpost, January 12, 2018,
https://www.mopo.de/hamburg/ahmad-a--vor-gericht-hier-gesteht-der-messer-killer-von-barmbek-29468066 (accessed March 20, 2018).
24. Data for the exact month of arrival in these cases are spotty. Sometimes media reports describe a certain individual as arriving “early” in a certain
year. I have defined this as February in a given year. At other times, media reports describe it as “late” in a year. I have defined this as November.
On further occasions, individuals are said to arrive in the summer. I have defined this as June. These are approximations that split the difference
between possible dates and may not be accurate to the month but are likely accurate within two months. If the month of arrival is completely
unknown, I have calculated between full calendar years. For example, it is known that Haashi Ayaanle arrived in 2004 but not the month of arrival.
He then committed his attack in August 2017. So, in these statistics, the distance between arrival and plot is 13 years or 156 months.
25. Siebe De Voogt, “Haashi Ayaanle, de altijd glimlachende man die plots militairen aanviel” (Haashi Ayaanle, the ever-smiling man who
suddenly attacked soldiers), Het Laatste Nieuws, August 26, 2017, https://www.hln.be/nieuws/haashi-ayaanle-de-altijd-glimlachende-mandie-plots-militairen-aanviel~af38eeeb/ (accessed March 20, 2018).
26. Brisard and Jackson, “The Islamic State’s External Operations and the French-Belgian Nexus.”
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TABLE 3

Time Spans Between Arrivals in Europe and Plot Attempts
Refugees and asylum seekers in Europe who launched terror attacks had been there
for a median of two years and two months prior to attempting the plots.
NAME
Andy Sami Star
Yamen Alahmad
Ahmed Hassan
Haashi Ayaanle
Abderrahman Bouanane
Ahmed A.
Anonymous
Rakhmat Akilov
Mohammed B.H.
Anas Amri
Munir Hassan Mohammed
Anonymous
Jaber al-Bakr
Mohamed J.
Mahir Al-Hmidi
Mohamed Anbarji
Ibrahim Malleah
Anonymous
Mohammed Daleel
Riaz Khan Ahmadzai
Abid Tabaouni
Tarek Belgacem
Saleh A.
Abd Abraham A.K
Hazma C.
Anonymous
Shaas al-Mohammed
Sofien Ayari
Farid A.
Redouane S.
Mohamed Belkaid
Ahmad Alkhald
M. al-Mahmod
Ahmad al-Mohammed
Adel Haddadi
Muhamad Usman
Youcef Bouimaiz
Kamal Agoujil
Bilal C.
Ayoub el-Khazzani
Osamah M.

COUNTRY
TARGETED
United Kingdom
Germany
United Kingdom
Belgium
Finland
Germany
Norway
Sweden
Germany
Germany
United Kingdom
Denmark
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
France
France
Germany
Germany
Germany
Italy
Germany
Belgium
Germany
France
Belgium
Belgium/France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
Switzerland

* Posing as Syrian
SOURCE: Media reports compiled by author.

ORIGIN
Iraq
Syria
Iraq
Somalia
Moroccan
Saudi Arabia
Russia
Uzbekistan
Moroccan
Tunisia
Sudan
Syria
Syria
Syria
Syria
Syria
Syria
Syria
Syria
Afghanistan
Moroccan
Tunisia
Syria
Syria
Syria
Somalia
Syria
Tunisia
Algeria*
Moroccan
Algerian
Syria
Iraq
Iraq
Algerian*
Pakistan*
Algerian
Moroccan
Algeria
Moroccan
Iraq

DATE OF
ARRIVAL
2007
October 2015
October 2015
2004
Late 2015
Late 2008
2010
Early 2014
2014
Early 2011
February 2014
Summer 2015
February 2015
2015
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
Early 2016
September 2013
June 2015
December 2015
January 2011
2013
October 2014
July 2015
2014
August 2015
September 2015
Late 2015
May 2015
September 2015
September 2015
October 2015
October 2015
October 2015
October 2015
October 2015
October 2015
Summer 2015
August 2015
January 2012

DATE OF PLOT
RESOLUTION
December 2017
October 2017
September 2017
August 2017
August 2017
July 2017
April 2017
April 2017
April 2017
December 2016
December 2016
November 2016
October 2016
September 2016
September 2016
September 2016
September 2016
August 2016
July 2016
July 2016
July 2016
January 2016
June 2016
June 2016
June 2016
March 2016
March 2016
March 2016
February 2016
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
August 2015
August 2015
March 2014

BG3314

MONTHS
120
24
23
156
22
106
84
40
24
71
34
17
20
12
10
10
10
8
34
13
8
60
36
36
11
20
7
6
5
6
6
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
0
26
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CHART 4

Terror Plots Occurred Most
Frequently Within Two Years
of Arrival in Europe
TERROR PLOTS CONDUCTED BY REFUGEES AND
ASYLUM SEEKERS IN EUROPE, BY TIME IN COUNTRY,
2014–2017

MONTHS
0–12
13–24
25–36
37–48
49–60
61–72
73–84
85–96
97–108
109–120
121–132
133–144
145–156

NUMBER OF PLOTS
21
8
5
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

SOURCE: Media reports compiled by author.
BG3314

heritage.org

Of the 32 plots, 12 (37.5 percent) could be characterized as local radicalization plots, in that the
refugees or asylum seekers appeared to have begun
to immerse themselves in violent Islamist ideology
once they were in Europe. A further 10 (31.3 percent)
involved individuals or cells entirely radicalized
abroad. In five plots, there was a mix (15.6 percent).
In four of these, while the asylum seekers held radical ideas before coming to Europe, they operated as
part of a broader cell working with locally radicalized, homegrown operatives.
In one plot, one operative was radicalized locally, while the other plotter’s radicalization source
was unclear.
In five plots (15.6 percent), it was unclear where
radicalization had occurred.
The most effective terror plots were those four
where homegrown terrorists worked together with
foreigners who had exploited the migrant routes.

These four plots—which included the ISIS attacks
in Paris in November 2015 and in Brussels in March
2016—resulted in 671 injuries and 162 deaths.
Beyond that, local radicalization plots tended to
be more successful. Six of the 12 plots (50 percent) led
to casualties, resulting in 77 injuries and 20 deaths.
By contrast, plots just containing asylum seekers
or refugees who were radicalized abroad succeeded
only twice (20 percent). This led to 66 injuries and
no deaths.
This may be because those radicalized locally
tended to plot alone, rather than in a cell, thus perhaps making terrorist activities harder to spot by
authorities. Only three plots (25 percent) saw locally
radicalized asylum seekers or refugees working as
part of a cell (only one of which contained another
asylum seeker or refugee in the cell).
The remaining nine saw terrorists seemingly
act alone once on the ground (although some were
known to be in contact with planners abroad and so
could not truly be classified as “lone wolves”).
When breaking this data down by individual
rather than by plot, a slightly different picture seems
to emerge.
Of the 44 refugees or asylum seekers studied, 26
(59 percent) seemingly already held radical ideology
prior to arrival in Europe. Slightly fewer (13 people, 30 percent) became radicalized once in Europe.
With five cases (11 percent), it was unclear.
Individuals or cells who were already radicalized
before arriving in Europe (whether their plot was
thwarted or carried out) were prevalent between
2014 and fall 2016. However, from November 2016,
there was only one example of a plot involving someone already seemingly radicalized before coming
to Europe. This was Ahmed Hassan, the London
Underground bomber, in September 2017.
With the seeming exception of Hassan, there
was a shift to plots carried out by those who were
radicalized in Europe itself at the latter part of
the time period studied. Ten of the 14 individuals
involved from November 2016 were known to be
radicalized locally (71 percent), with three cases
uncertain. More data will need to be monitored in
the months and years ahead before decisive conclusions can be drawn as to whether this is a blip or an
emerging trend.
Fifteen of the 26 foreign-radicalized individuals (58 percent) pertained to Syria (10 occasions) or
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TABLE 4

Refugees, Asylum Seekers Radicalized Both in Europe and Abroad
NAME
Andy Star
Yamen Alahmad
Ahmed Hassan
Haashi Ayaanle
Abderrahman Bouanane
Ahmed A.
Anonymous
Rakhmat Akilov
Mohammed B.H.
Munir Hassan Mohammed
Anis Amri
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Jaber al-Bakr
Mahir al-Hmidi
Ibrahim Mallaeh
Mohamed Anbarji
Mohamed J.
Anonymous
Anonymous
Mohammad Daleel
Riaz Khan Ahmadzai
Hamza C.
Mahood B.
Abd Arahman A. K.
Shaas al-Mohammad
Anonymous
Farid A.
Tarek Belgacem
Sofien Ayari
Ahmad al-Mohamed
Mohammad al-Mahmod
Redouane S.
Mohamed Belkaid
Adel Haddadi
Muhamad Usman
Youcef Bouimaiz
Kamal Agoujil
Ahmad Alkhald
Abid Tabaouni
Bilal C.
Ayoub el-Khazzani
Osamah M

DATE OF PLOT
RESOLUTION
December 2017
October 2017
September 2017
August 2017
August 2017
July 2017
April 2017
April 2017
April 2017
December 2016
December 2016
December 2016
November 2016
November 2016
October 2016
September 2016
September 2016
September 2016
September 2016
August 2016
August 2016
July 2016
July 2016
June 2016
June 2016
June 2016
March 2016
March 2016
February 2016
January 2016
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
November 2015
December 2015
August 2015
August 2015
March 2014

SOURCE: Media reports compiled by author.

COUNTRY
TARGETED
United Kingdom
Germany
United Kingdom
Belgium
Finland
Germany
Norway
Sweden
Germany
United Kingdom
Germany
Austria
Denmark
Denmark
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
France
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Italy
Germany
France
Belgium
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
Unknown
France
France
Switzerland

NATIONALITY
Iraqi
Syrian
Iraqi
Belgian Somali
Moroccan
Saudi Palestinian
Russian
Uzbek
Moroccan
Sudanese
Tunisian
Moroccan
Syrian
Syrian
Syrian
Syrian
Syrian
Syrian
Syrian
Syrian
Afghan
Syrian
Afghan
Syrian
Syrian
Syrian
Syrian
Somali
Algerian
Tunisian
Tunisia
Iraqi
Iraqi
Moroccan
Algerian
Algerian
Pakistani
Algerian
Moroccan
Syrian
Moroccan
Algerian
Moroccan
Iraqi

RADICALIZATION
PROCESS
Local
Local
Foreign
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Uncertain
Local
Local
Uncertain
Local
Uncertain
Uncertain
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Local
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Local
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Uncertain
Foreign
Local
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign

BG3314
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Algeria (five). The remaining plotters were from Iraq
and Morocco (both four occasions), and Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Tunisia (each on one occasion).
The locally radicalized individuals came from a
slightly broader range of countries (10 in total), with
three from Syria and two from Tunisia.

Profile

There is no “one size fits all” to garner from this
analysis. However, the data collected from these
four years point in a certain direction.
Terrorist profile:
nn

Male,

nn

Early to mid-20s,

nn

nn

From the Middle East, most likely from Syria, or
North Africa, and
More likely to be an asylum seeker than actually
given refugee status.
Plot profile:

nn

A more than one-in-three chance that the plot
will have a component with explosives,

The Response

A comprehensive response to some of the above is
beyond the remit of any one government. For example, there is only so much that any one European
country can do about radicalization of individuals in
foreign lands, bringing peace to Syria, or managing
the refugee flow it has exacerbated.
There is already awareness among governments of
some areas upon which this research touches. Trying
to monitor the sale of ingredients that can be purchased
in order to acquire explosives, for example; installing
barriers in an attempt to prevent vehicular attacks;
and recognition that it is impossible for law enforcement and intelligence agencies to stop every attack, and
that, hence, preventative intervention programs may
have some use. The overall number of refugees entering Europe is also, at present, slowly being reduced.
In other areas, there is a lack of will or there are legal
constraints (surrounding the deportation of terror
suspects back to their country of origin, for example).
Even with these constraints, however, there are
some possible short-term steps that European governments might be willing to take, all of which the
U.S. should encourage.

Recommendations
nn

nn

nn

nn

nn

A more than one-in-three chance that Germany
will be the country targeted,
A majority of plots will target civilians,
Two-thirds of plots will see direct contact with a
DTO, and
Radicalization is both a foreign and local phenomenon, with more local radicalization plots,
but more individual plotters radicalized abroad.
Plot outcomes:

nn

nn

Plotters to act relatively soon after arrival into
Europe, with over a one-in-two chance that the
plot will be attempted or disrupted within 12
months of arrival, and
More than a one-in-three chance that the plot
will lead to casualties, with Germany suffering most.

nn

Acknowledge past mistakes. Leaders owe
the public honesty. In that spirit, there should
be a public recognition by key European leaders that taking in a large number of refugees
from Islamist conflict zones has increased the
terror threat. That does not mean there are not
certain benefits to controlled migration of refugees or asylum seekers—human lives are, after
all, potentially being saved—which must also be
highlighted. However, the dozens of terror plots
in which refugees or asylum seekers have also
been involved must be acknowledged.
Significantly reduce the numbers. The refugee
crisis has shown that European countries have
strong and admirable humanitarian impulses; it has
also presented major security issues. ISIS has infiltrated Europe using this tactic, and its ideology has
proven attractive even to recent arrivals who were
not previously part of ISIS’s orbit. European governments should be aware that they can reduce the terror threat by reducing the number of refugees they
accept from war zones scarred by Islamist conflicts.
11
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nn

nn

nn

Allocate resources in proportion to the threat.
With resources limited, European countries cannot be constrained by political correctness. For
example, the refugee and asylum-seeker threat
thus far has come more from Middle Eastern and
North African communities than East African
or Central Asian; France’s terror threat tends to
be homegrown, while a higher proportion of Germany’s plots are tied to migrants.27 While there
is no fail-safe way of knowing who will present a
threat in the future, national approaches to counterterrorism should be guided by the experiences
of the past.
Prioritize monitoring high-risk, recent
arrivals. This should particularly be the case
for the first 12 months to 36 months. Terror cases
involving refugees and asylum seekers tend to
come to fruition relatively soon after their arrival
in Europe. Knowing whom to monitor is not an
exact science. However, when someone claiming
asylum already has prior ties to DTOs—such as
Ahmed Hassan—he should become a priority for
state response (deportation or prosecution where
possible, de-radicalization initiatives, or surveillance). However, the latter two options, particularly, offer no assurance of preventing an attack.
Review the control of intelligence. After the
terror attacks in the U.K. last year, intelligence
agencies and the police carried out internal
reviews in an attempt to improve performance
in the future. David Anderson, the former independent reviewer of terrorism legislation, carried out an independent assessment of these
internal reviews and noted a new willingness for
“release of more knowledge derived from intelligence to local police and agencies.”28 The efficacy of this should be monitored—and the ways in
which police and intelligence agencies are organized can differ vastly from country to country—
but it is an approach others in Europe should at
least contemplate.

Conclusion

There are obvious reasons for the refugee flow
into Europe. For one, the humanitarian situation
in Syria, especially, is utterly catastrophic. Furthermore, even if not a single additional refugee has
been allowed into Europe in recent years, the terrorist threat would clearly not disappear. Homegrown
radicalization also remains highly relevant, probably even more so.
However, the actions of a small minority of terrorists who have exploited migrant routes to come to
Europe have had an outsized impact. Innocent people have been murdered. The Paris attacks of November 2015 were the most devastating in Europe in over
a decade. The vehicular attacks in Berlin and Stockholm contributed to the physical transformation of
major European cities with increasing amounts of
bollards and barricades in public places.
The fault for this lies with the terrorists. However,
ill-conceived immigration policies have made it easier for them to strike. European leaders were either
naïve about the risks or failed to communicate honestly with the public the impact that accepting such
large amounts of people would have on security.
Germany, with its open border policy, was particularly culpable. And as was shown when Syrian refugees based in Germany planned attacks in Denmark,
terror threats do not always remain local.
The fall-out from the decision to take in such
a large amount of unvetted people in such a short
time will continue for decades to come. Yet in the
short term, European governments must be realistic about the risk that terrorism poses to their societies, be unafraid to identify its origins—both at home
and abroad—and implement policies that match the
scale of the challenge.
—Robin Simcox is the Margaret Thatcher Fellow
in the Margaret Thatcher Center for Freedom, of
the Kathryn and Shelby Cullom Davis Institute for
National Security and Foreign Policy, at The Heritage
Foundation.
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